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ABSTRACT
Automation testing has become increasingly needed due to the nature of the current
software development project which comprises of complex application with shorter
development time. Most of the companies in the industry have used Selenium extensively as
functional automation tool to verify their web application’s functionalities are working as
expected. However, the limitation in Selenium with wait Time has significantly affect its test
execution and efficiency. Thus, this research project experimenting a new automation tool
in the market, Cypress, to overcome the said limitation in Selenium. This research further
compares the test execution results in Selenium and Cypress to observe each tool’s
effectiveness in writing and executing the automation test script. The study results will be
helpful towards determining a better tool in automating dynamic modern web application
and providing an insight into Cypress as the future of automation testing tool.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the current world of technology, where every information is just a click away, web
application has gained popularity since every information including the retail shops and the
government infrastructures are being digitized. Web applications are becoming more complex
by having multiple rich features and dynamic rendering to give a rich user experience. Due to
this nature, there is a significant challenge in testing modern web application to satisfy end
user’s expectations.
With a complex web application and shorter product release time, automation testing came
into picture. Automation testing is the uses a tool to replicate the behaviours of a real user by
executing test autonomously with the goal to reduce execution time and increase test
coverage.
Testing contributes 30-60% of software life cycles with a bigger percentage goes to the more
complex and critical products [1]. With a shorter development time and complex web pages,
modern web testing faced major development time to release with the need for fast test
execution. According to [2], 29 out of 40 e-commerce sites are facing failure when being
accessed by end-users.
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To counter this issue, most organizations in the industry used Selenium to automate their
application for functional requirements validation. However, as Selenium was developed
back in 2005, the websites existed back then were much simpler than the current 2019
websites. Selenium main limitation is the difficulty in handling the current dynamic web
elements, which significantly reduce test execution performance and resulting in a flaky test
execution.
Thus, this research proposes Cypress as the automation framework to cater the current
dynamic web applications. The main advantage of using Cypress is it simplifies
asynchronous testing. Cypress defines an automatic wait in their framework where it waits
for the DOM elements to finish loading or any animation to complete rendering, only then it
will start looking for the web element. This is the main limitation in Selenium where
automation developers need to define implicit and explicit wait to wait for the page finished
loading. Testers can add waitTime or thread.sleep commands to counter this, however it will
significantly affect the test execution performance.
The only drawback Cypress have is that they mainly support Chrome browser. However,
according to Google Trend, as today’s population is mainly using Chrome browser 90% of
the time, the limitation of browser support would be a negligible drawback at this stage.
This research automates a dynamic web application – AliExpress. AliExpress is chosen as it
contains various dynamic elements and rendering, as well as being accessed by over a million
users worldwide, which proves it to be a reliable site.
The goals of this research are as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To create an automation script using Selenium and Cypress.
To develop a regression automation suites for AliExpress’s main business flow
which are customer’s account and order checkout flow.
To compare the test execution time between Selenium and Cypress.
To compare the test efficiency and test coverage between Selenium and Cypress.

This research paper is organized as follow: Section 2 focuses on the literature review of
various studies focusing on Selenium and Cypress. Section 3 is focused on the research
methodology for this research. Section 4 of this research is focused on project execution. The
comparative analysis of regression suite in Selenium and Cypress results are provided in
section 5. Discussion to results and research findings are provided in section 6. Section 7 is
dedicated towards the future work recommendations. Finally, in section 8 conclusion to the
research is provided.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the past, a lot of researches have been conducted to improve web application test execution
by using test automation technique. One of the most common automation tools used in the
past researches is Selenium. Selenium is said to be a trusted and robust automation tool due to
its long existence in the market dated back to 10 years ago. However, according to [3], [4],
[5] and recent studies with automation developers, Selenium possess a significant limitation
in handling dynamic elements rendering, page loads and pop-up windows in the current
modern web application.
This issue has not been addressed properly in the past and it affects Selenium script
performance and reliability as mentioned by [6]. Thus, this research project will propose a
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better way of executing automation testing by deploying Cypress automation framework with
Test Driven Development (TDD) approach and Page Object Model (POM) design pattern.
TDD is one of the automation testing techniques. It focuses on test-first where developers
will write automated tests followed by functional code. Based on recent studies by [7] and
[8], TDD implementation will produce a simple code, increase test coverage as well as its
clarity and maintainability. Furthermore, [8] described that TDD improves test execution by
21% and decrease automation code complexity by 31%.
Meanwhile, POM is a high-level abstraction that separates web pages from the test cases to
encourage code reusability. It reduces coupling dependency between test cases and web pages
which allows them to be independent of each other and easier for reuse in other parts of the
coding. Moreover, test cases are easier to write with POM implementation [3].
The combination of TDD approach and POM design pattern will produce a maintainable test
scripts which will reduce cost of maintenance later on. A clean code is necessary in
automation scripts as repairing a poor code implementation will cause a huge amount of
resources, both in time and energy [9].
On the other hand, test metrics which are used in this research are test execution time, test
efficiency based on code effort and requirement-based test coverage. These metrics will be
used in this research based on the research works of [10], [11] and [12]. These three test
metrics are considered to be the main measurement that will inform us the progress of the test
execution. When these three metrics are properly monitored, the high quality of the
Application Under Test (AUT) can be maintained.
Besides, agile methodology will be adopted to this research project. Agile is defined as an
iterative incremental process where it significantly improves project timeline and increase
time to release. Amongst all available agile process, scrum is the most adaptable agile
framework [13]. The advantages of scrum implementation for research-oriented project
including research works optimization and high-quality research results production [14]. The
details of the scrum adoption into this research is described in the following section.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research project will adopt agile scrum project management method. While scrum is
widely used in the IT industry, there are significant studies by [15], [16], [17], and [18]
showing that scrum implementation in research-based project contributes to better research
outcomes. Moreover, a thesis written by [16] shows implementation of agile is possible in
managing a construction project.
Agile scrum is fitted into this research project as following:
•
•
•

Roles: Research owner, research team and supervisor (scrum master)
Artefacts: Research backlog and sprint backlog
Ceremonies: weekly scrum meeting, sprint review, sprint retrospective

Justification:
As scrum master is defined to be the person who the scrum team report to, and the one who
resolves any hindrance in achieving the project goal, supervisor is appointed to be scrum
master. Meanwhile, product owner is defined to be research owner – the one who knows the
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requirements and specifications of this research. As this research project is evaluated as
individual work, research owner and research team will be the same individual.
On the other hand, as daily stand up meeting is not possible in research-based project,
sometimes due to different research findings as opposed to software development where they
make significant changes in 24 hour period, as well as due to supervisor unavailability
handling 10 or more researches at one time, weekly scrum meeting is seen to be more feasible
than daily stand up.

Figure 1. Research Project’s Scrum Processes [15]

3.1. Selected Tool
This research uses two automation tools to develop the automation scripts which are
Selenium and Cypress. Selenium is selected as it is one of the powerful and stable tools in
automating web application while Cypress is selected as it offers a new way in automating
modern web application. Cypress is initially a primary work of Brian Mann, a developer who
felt testing dynamic websites have been tedious due to inefficient automation test execution.
He then conducted a survey on the challenge’s automation developers faced in testing current
web application [19]. Based on the collected data, automation developers expressed that most
of the debugging time was spent on synchronising wait with page loads, though the time
should actually be spent on writing more test scripts. Based on these concerns, Cypress is
developed and founded in year 2015.
Although there is still less published paper on Cypress due to its rather new entrance in the
automation market, the statistics shown by [19] gives a promising view of Cypress’s
capabilities.

4. PROJECT EXECUTION
4.1. Test Automation Architecture
Both automation scripts in Selenium and Cypress implemented POM design pattern with
slightly different style to cater to each programming language syntax used by each tool;
automation scripts in Selenium is using Java while Cypress is using JavaScript. The page
objects and test cases are separated in both tools to increase code maintainability and
modularity. Figure 2 shows the architecture of automation scripts in Selenium and Figure 3
shows the architecture of Cypress. Cypress is made up of all libraries packaged together
which made it easier for installation. It also works from within the browser and
communicates directly with the Application Under Test (AUT), while Selenium instantiates a
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WebDriver which acts as a third party to manipulate the user’s actions on the AUT. Both
architectures are depicted in the following figures.

Figure 2. Architecture of Selenium

Figure 3. Architecture of Cypress

4.2. Test Scenario
Test scenarios of this research are defined as in Table 1 below while Table 2 shows the
detailed test steps for test execution. As mentioned earlier, this research will automate the two
key functionalities of AliExpress, the user account and order checkout. Thus, the following
test scenarios are derived to cover the functionality of each features.
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Table 1. Test Scenarios

Table 2. Executed Test Steps and Results
TS#

Test Steps

Test Data

Expected
Result

Actual
Result

Statu
s

TS_01

1. Open browser

PASS

2. Navigate to

User
successfully
created an
account and
populated to
Shop Now page

As
expected

Account

URL:
http://www.aliex
p ress.com

URL:
User
http://www.aliexp successfully
ress.com
logged in and
populated back
Email:
to homepage
era7@yahoo.com

As
expected

PASS

AliExpress
URL

3. Click on
Join In
button

4. Enter valid

Email:
era7@yahoo.co
m
Password:
Password12
34

email and
password

5. Click Create
Account Button
TS_02

1. Open browser

Account

2. Navigate to
AliExpress
URL

3. Click on
Sign In
button

4. Enter valid
email and
password

Password:
Password1234
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5. Click
Sign In
Button

TS_03

1. Open browser

Account

2. Navigate to
AliExpress
URL

3. Click on
Sign In
button

URL:
“Your account
http://www.aliexp name
or
ress.com
password is
incorrect.” error
Email:
message
er7@yahoo.com
displayed

As
expected

PASS

As
expected

PASS

As
expected

PASS

Password: 1234

4. Enter invalid
email and
password

5. Click
TS_04
Account

Sign In
Button
1. Open browser

2. Navigate to
AliExpress
URL

3. Click on
Join In
button

URL:
“This
email
http://www.aliexp already exists.
ress.com
Sign In >” error
message
is
Email:
displayed
era7@yahoo.com
Password:
Password1234

4. Enter an
existing email
and password

5. Click

TS_05
Account

Create
Account
Button
Pre-condition: TS_02
is passed.
1. Hover to user icon
at the top right
hand corner of the
page
2. Click Sign Out link

User
is
successfully
logged out
and populated
back to the

homepage
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Pre-condition: TS_02 Keyword: Sweater User
As
is passed.
successfully
expected
searched item
and populated
1. Open browser
to Search Result
page
2. Navigate to
AliExpress
URL

PASS

3. Type keyword at
the search bar

4. Click search
TS_07
Checkout

icon or press
Enter
Pre-condition: TS_05
is passed.

1. Select the first
item on the
result page

Upon clicking
the item, it
opens a new
tab and user is
populated to the
item page

As
expected

PASS

Item
is
successfully
added to the
cart and user is
populated to
recommende d
items page

As
expected

PASS

Item
is
successfully
added to the
cart and user is
populated to
Checkout page

As
expected

PASS

As
expected

PASS

2. Select any
variation.
TS_08
Checkout

TS_09
Checkout

Pre-condition: TS_06
is passed.
1. Click Add To Cart
button

Pre-condition: TS_06
& TC_07 are
passed.
1. Click View Cart
button

TS_10
Checkout

Pre-condition: TS_05
is passed.

1. Type keyword at
the search bar

2. Click search
icon or press
Enter

3. Select the first
item on the
result page
4. Select any
variation.

5. Click Add to
Cart button

Keyword: sweater Account frame
pop Out when
user click Add
to Cart, which
insist user to
have an account
before proceed
checkout
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4.3. Code Snippet
The following section includes a fraction of automation scripts of this research. Figure 4
below shows the automation script for Account regression suite in Selenium. The script starts
with browser instantiation and application initialization followed by five Account page test
cases: existing account, valid registration, user sign out, invalid sign in, valid sign in and
lastly closing the WebDriver instance.
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Figure 4. Automation Script for Account Regression Suite in Selenium (112 lines)

5. RESULTS
Test metrics serve as an important indicator to measure the progress of the automation test
execution. Three metrics have been chosen to serve as an indicator of this research: total test
execution time, test execution efficiency and requirement-based test coverage.

5.1. Test Execution Time
Total test execution time helps to keep track on the overall test execution progress. Figure 5
shows the time execution for each test cases in Selenium’s Account regression suite while
Figure 6 shows the total test execution time for the whole Account regression suite in
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Selenium. Meanwhile, Figure 7 and 8 shows the same metric for Checkout regression suite in
Selenium. Additionally, Figure 9 shows the total test execution time for Account regression
suite in Cypress and Figure 10 shows the same test metric for Checkout regression suite in
Cypress. The summary of the test execution time for both tools is depicted in the Table 3
below. A further discussion is included in the next section of this report.
Table 3. Total Test Execution Time for Regression Suite in Selenium and Cypress

Total Execution Time (ms)

Selenium

Cypress

Account Page

122.41 ms

88.91 ms

Checkout Page

100.53 ms

80.55 ms

Figure 5. Test Execution Time for Account Test Cases in Selenium

Figure 6. Total Test Execution Time for Account Regression Suite in Selenium

Figure 7. Test Execution Time for Checkout Test Cases in Selenium
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Figure 8. Total Test Execution Time for Checkout Regression Suite in Selenium

Figure 9. Total Test Execution Time for Account Regression Suite in Cypress

Figure 10. Total Test Execution Time for Checkout Regression Suite in Cypress

5.2. Test Efficiency
Test efficiency measures the cost-effectiveness of testing against the resources of an
organization or in this research context, is the total effort in writing the automation script. The
optimum test efficiency is the one that is able to reach adequate software quality standard at a
lower effort. The following figures show the total line of codes for each tool’s automation
script. To measure this metric, total number of lines needed to be written to complete an
automation scripts in Selenium and in Cypress is being tabulated as in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Total Lines of Automation Script Code in Selenium and Cypress

Total Lines of Code

Selenium

Cypress

Account Page

112

67

Checkout Page

118
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Figure 11. Account Regression Suite in Cypress (67 lines)
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Figure 12. Checkout Regression Suite in Selenium (118 lines)
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Figure 13. Checkout Regression Suite in Cypress (47 lines)

5.3. Requirement-based Test Coverage
Requirement-based test coverage is measured against the number of requirements that have
been covered by the test cases. This metric determines the thoroughness of the testing towards
the Application Under Test (AUT). If the test coverage isn’t 100%, that means that there are
holes in the testing and require more test cases to be added to include all requirements.
Requirement-based test coverage can be easily measured by generating a traceability matrix.
Traceability matrix gives an overview of the overall mapped requirements to test cases. Thus,
ensuring all requirements have been covered during test execution phase. Furthermore, by
having requirement-based test coverage, any unnecessary and redundant test cases are
eliminated as test cases are derived based on the requirement. Table 5 shows the requirement
traceability matrix for this research project. The Defects field is left empty as no defects are
found in the system.
Table 5. Traceability Matrix of Requirement to Test Cases
Requirements

Tests

Execution Defects

User Account

TC_01

PASS

User able to create account and sign in by having a validTC_02
credential. Error message should be displayed accordingly
for invalid attempt of register and sign in. A logged in userTC_03
also should be able to sign out.
TC_04

PASS

TC_05

PASS

TC_06

PASS

User able to search for item, select and add desired items toTC_07
cart, view cart and checkout. User shall have a registered
account for checkout. The system shall insist for an accountTC_08
registration or account login at a point when user attempts to
TC_09
add items to cart without a logged in account.

PASS

TC_10

PASS

Order Checkout

PASS
PASS

PASS
PASS
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6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Observation on Test Metrics
From the test metrics collected, it is found that the total test execution time does not have
much difference between Selenium and Cypress. Based on Table 3, there is only 33.51ms
differences in the total test execution time for Account regression suite between Selenium and
Cypress. While 19.98ms differences for Checkout regression suite. Most of the execution
time consumed in Selenium is used to instantiate the WebDriver and initialize the application.
Selenium does have fast execution for each test cases (as depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 7).
However, the whole regression suite execution time is slowed down by the browser
initialization which contributes to the biggest number of the test execution time.
On the other hand, there is a significant difference for test efficiency between Selenium and
Cypress. Based on Table 4, Cypress produces 45 lesser lines of code compared to Selenium
for Account regression suite. The same situation is observed for Checkout regression suite
where Cypress produces 69 lesser lines of code compared to Selenium’s automation script.
This indicates less effort is needed to write automation script in Cypress which significantly
increase its test efficiency compared to Selenium.
As an example, Figure 14 below compares the differences between the same number of lines
of code (42 lines) written in Selenium and Cypress. Most of the codes in Selenium need to be
instantiated with libraries and import pages, whereas Cypress directly cater the main part of
the automation script. For instance, up until line 42, Selenium is still instantiating the setup of
WebDriver and importing libraries, whereas Cypress has already covered three test cases by
line 39.

Figure 14. Comparison of Automation Script in Selenium and Cypress

This shows that Cypress provides a better test efficiency compared to Selenium as Cypress
takes shorter lines of code needs to write in order to complete a test scenario. Moreover, it
will indirectly improve the efficiency of the effort in writing the test automation scripts.
While, for the last test metrics measured which is requirement-based test coverage, both tools
able to provide 100% test coverage. Based on the requirement traceability matrix in Table 5,
all the requirements are 100% covered by the test cases in Selenium and Cypress. This
indicates the automation scripts written in both tools are able to execute the designed test
cases accordingly.
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6.2. Limitations and Workaround
As AliExpress is a dynamic web application, there are several limitations found in both tools
while automating the web application. These limitations are seen to be an advantage as it
serves the purpose of this research to test a challenging web application which consists a
variety of dynamic elements. The significant limitation found in Selenium and Cypress while
automating AliExpress is the difficulty in handling the opening of a new tab. In AliExpress,
whenever a user clicked on an item, the browser will trigger a new tab handling and open the
content of the item in the new tab.
The workaround for this problem is slightly different for both tools. In Selenium, new tab
handling can be easily overcome by switching the tab using the keyboard commands as
Selenium support multiple tab handling. However, the workaround for Cypress is trickier as
Cypress doesn’t support multiple tab handling. New tab handling is normally triggered when
the element’s attribute is set to blank target. Thus, by removing the blank target attribute, it
will open the content in the same tab when user clicks on the link, which solves the issue in
Cypress.
The other limitations found in Cypress are:
•
•

Restricted web security access
Difficulty in interacting with elements hidden in iFrames

As Cypress acts as the browser itself, most browser will restrict access as browsers adhere to
strict same-origin security policy. Thus, this resulting in several links unable to be loaded due
to Chrome security commands. By setting the chromeWebSecurity to false, it allows Cypress
to display insecure content and cross-origin iframes, which works as the workaround for both
issues.

6.3. Other Findings
.During this research, it is also found that test cases in Selenium is executed in alphabetical
order if test case prioritization is not being assigned. Whereas in Cypress, test cases are
executed in sequential order line by line. The test case written at the top will be executed first
followed by the rest of the codes.
In term of code readability, automation script in Cypress is more readable than in Selenium
for its shorter commands. However, it takes a more technical person to understand the
commands used in Cypress whereas Selenium commands is easier to understand.
For an example, to verify the visibility of an element in Selenium, the following commands is
needed:
•
•
•

WebElement element = driver.findElement(By.class("checkout-button"));
element.isDisplayed();
Whereas in Cypress, the commands are shorter and simpler, but is more technical to
be understood:
cy.get(‘#checkout-button’).should(‘be.visible’)

Moreover, the intuitive interface of Cypress made it easy to keep track of the test execution.
Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the interface of Cypress where the execution progress is
displayed on the left hand side of the frame while the AUT is displayed on the right hand side
of the frame. This eases the test execution monitoring as tester will be able to see the
commands execution as well as the AUT side by side. Figure 15 shows an assertion
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which includes the expected and actual result without the need to print the output. Finally,
Figure 16 shows an example of failed test cases in Cypress where it eases the tester to debug
the code as Cypress points exactly on the problem in the code.

Figure 15. Example of Passed Assertion for Checkout Regression Suite in Cypress

Figure 16. Example of Failed Test Cases in Cypress

7. CONCLUSION
It has been a good experience exploring and expanding automation knowledge in other
automation tool other than Selenium. Selenium is undeniably a powerful tool due to its huge
community and support as it has been on the market for many years. However, Cypress also
gives a promising view of how the future of the automation testing will be. It significantly
eases and simplifies the automation configuration processes and produces a better and cleaner
code.
With the right amount of resources and support, Cypress can be used to achieve much more.
As this research relies heavily on StakeOverFlow, GitHub and Cypress official website to
develop the automation scripts in Cypress, it might not be the best industry practice yet as it is
conducted on the basis of self-study. It is believed that with the right mentoring, Cypress is a
powerful tool in testing the ever changing and complex modern dynamic web application.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS
Several recommendations are suggested to improve and further extend this research project
for future works such as:
I.

II.

III.

IV.

Extend the scripts to cover utility functionalities of AliExpress: Message to seller
(where buyer can ask for more details with seller), save item to watch list, history of
purchase and refund, and the return policy.
ii.Generate a HTML test report in Selenium with Extent Report framework and
Mochawesome framework for Cypress, to make it easier for people to understand the
test execution status and progress.
iii.As Cypress has released a new version where it supported more browsers than
Chrome, it is recommended to extend the scripts for other popular browser such as
Mozilla and Opera, to cover wider users.
iv.Refractor the code for unnecessary commands to increase code maintainability.
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